
Given network:

Directed graph G =CV, E).
Iroduced: for any a,veV
-

there is atmostone

of a tv or von in E

5,t = V

capacities c:EY Ro



Max.flow Sin Cut Proof:

Take any feasible (s,H)-flow
f:E-IRs
residual capacities C:UxV
((xxv) =c(w+r)-f(nxr)E if wrtE

f(v=w) if UUCE
0 0.W.

6, CV, Eg). Ef all new site

((ufu) > 0
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of
a) if there is an (s,t)-path P:

6,2P 65f%/

15 '> 1f1 by min ros.
cap, on P

6) ow

S:vertices reach: flo from
Sin 6
I

T:= V IS



=) 181:IIS, TII
max" flow min cut



Ford-Fulkerson Augmenting
Path Algorithm:
Startwith fr all O flow

(f(x) =0 Fo +E)

(15) =0)

Repeatedly look for an

augmenting path in G
8 I

updatof to new flow, t
recurso,



Analysis:Assume c is moral
Cases integer values)

-> starts all O's (integral)
f remains integral after
each push

-increases by I... I

Lot88 60 a maximum
flow.

So. 1891 iterations

0 (E) for iteration

Running time:O(E18*1)



in artcase.

pseudopolynomial time:
-

polynomial in numbers involved

Could take 2X iterations.
butgraph has a representation
ofsize &(logX), so
0(X) is exponential in
input size,



FFall probably faster
in practice:

1) 1841 may do small

2) We have to 60 protty
unlucky to hitthat
time bound.

With real capacities, aly
may not terminate or
even approach max

flow value in the limit!



Flow properties.
Let fug 6e two (s,t]- flows.

Let a 15 to real numbers.

Lot h: ETIR

h(u5r): =x f(wir) +
Big(n+r)

Claim:h is a (s,t)-flow
(possibly negative on

some edges.
may not60 feasible)

Ih1 =a.181 + (.1g)



LotP 60 any (s,t)
-path

(may be using some edges
backwards)

withflow P: E IR

P(u+v) = E
I if air p
- I if vf ucP
0 0W.

IP1 =1
(in augmenting path proof,
fE f+ F.P.



For any directed cycle C,

-flow C: ETRR

c(wEv) =S
if wire(
if vnc(

⑧ 0.W.

IC1 =0

Flow Decomposition Thm:
Everynon-negative (s,H)-flow
-> is the positive linear

combination of IE)
(35) -path t cycle flows that
only use edges as directed



in E.

Proof sketch:
Take subgraph of positive
flow edges,
If 15): 0, walk from s

until you repeat a vortex
or hitto

p:path from stot.

2:min flow value on 0

frf-x.P
we have one less edge with flow



Can onlyrepeatIEl times.

Consequences:
- is ration is 181=0.

circulations can be

decomposed into IE1
weighted cycles

Can make - acyclic but
with same value by
repeatedlyremoving

flow cyclos



Edmonds - Karp 1:Bottlenec
Path,

always use path of maxmin
residual capacity.

Find with variant of Prim-Jarnik

OCE logV) per iteration

f:currentflow

8":max flow in 6
-

=7 f* =1 +8



2:Gott leweck edge in
current iteration

were about to push cg(0)
units

There is a decomposition
of f'isIE) path flows.

Arg path flow has value

181/(E) =c(0) =16'/IE)
=) pushing on pathreduces
residual max flow value
en

by 18E) so its now



= (1 - Y,1) 15'
After IE). In 18% iterations

amountlostto push is
E In 1881

1891 (1 - Y,E1)
>188).- In168

= I

If capacities are integral,
we mustbe done.

Running time:O(E logVlog(f9)
wakly polynomial time



Edmonds - Karp 2:Shortest

Augmenting Pat hs

minimize A odges from s

to t in 6,
OIE) pon iteration using
BFS

Let i be flow after is
ite rations.

GLet.G8
i



18,: 0 everywhere (
6=6)
Let level (v) be unweighted
distance from stov in

·Gi
Comma: love(v) = lovely(u)
for all vti.

Lomma:Any edge or leaves

residual graph at most
10)/2 times.



So - 2/E)IV)

Runs in OCVE time.
Dinitz". O(VE)

i

Orlin 12:0 (VE) time
You can cite this

running time in HW t

&XCMS.


